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BY MARY MITCHELL Sun-Times Columnist

The people over at the "We The People Foundation for Constitutional Education Inc." must have
money to burn.

Or in this case, money to throw away.

The group ran a full-page ad in the Chicago Tribune on Monday as an open letter to
President-elect Barack Obama rehashing the misinformation about Obama's citizenship.

It has already been established that Obama was born in Honolulu on Aug. 4, 1961. During his
campaign, Obama posted his birth certificate on the Internet.

Contrary to the inflammatory ad, public officials in Hawaii verified that the birth certificate in its
possession was indeed authentic.

With Obama in the midst of picking his Cabinet and packing for the White House, the rumor mill
has geared up again.

Only now, the accusations aren't funny.

They are dangerous.

To insist that Obama is not a natural-born citizen in the face of evidence that proves otherwise
feeds the paranoia of people who operate on the fringes.

These loonies -- like the skinheads from Tennessee who planned to dress up in coattails and
top-hats and go on a racist killing spree before targeting Obama -- eat up conspiracy theories.

In the age of the BlackBerry, what Mark Twain noted decades ago is still true. "A lie can get
halfway around the world before the truth even gets its boots on."

When this kind of blatant lie is plastered in a paid ad in one of the president-elect's hometown
newspapers, it shows how much influence the people have who are behind the lies.

And that's scary.

So don't be fooled by the involvement of We The People Foundation For Constitutional



Education Inc.

The group has a nice-sounding name, but it isn't in this to assure us that Obama has passed
constitutional muster.

That question has been answered.

According to its Web site, "We The People Foundation For Constitutional Education Inc. is a
New York-based not-for-profit group that is supported by tax-deductible donations."

Its chairman, Robert L. Schulz, is best known as a "tax protester," and has been subject to
investigations by the federal government with respect to taxation issues.

Under the auspices of two nonprofits, Schulz has filed suits against the federal government
alleging that there is no law that requires citizens to file income taxes.

In 2007, the U.S. Justice Department filed a civil suit against Schulz, "We the People Foundation
for Constitutional Education Inc." and "We the People Congress Inc." in connection with a tax
fraud-scheme -- a case that Schulz and the groups lost but subsequently appealed, court records
show.

So you'd think this guy might want to keep a low profile.

Instead, he's attempting to stir up any lingering anti-Obama sentiments.

This is just the kind of blatant disrespect that the Obama camp has been good at ignoring.

Still, it is distressing to see that even after winning 53 percent of the popular vote, and solidly
defeating his opponent, John McCain, Obama is being trashed by people like Schulz.

So here's my appeal to Schulz:

Stop it. The election is over. Done. Finished.

There's no hope of overturning the results. The people have spoken loud and clear.

And there's absolutely no hope of unearthing a bogus or forged birth certificate. If that were the
case, don't you think Sen. Hillary Clinton would have beat you to it during the primary?

Given the fierce competition, and Clinton's popularity, if there was some dirt to be dug up, it
would have been in her hands.

But, wait.

What am I thinking?



Clinton kept her mouth shut because she wanted to become Obama's VP pick or secretary of
state. That 's the kind of nonsense these conspiracy theorists are pushing.

Or how about Sen. John McCain?

I still believe his campaign had something to do with outing Obama's 56-year-old half-aunt
during the last days of the general election.

The woman was living in the country illegally, and the McCain camp tried every which way to
whip the voters into an anti-immigrant frenzy.

It didn't work.

With the election at stake, that was the best they could do. If Obama had had a bogus birth
certificate -- anywhere -- McCain's forces have likely found it.

So there must be something else Schulz is looking for.

Can someone say donations?
________________________________
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 racer wrote:
Democrat Phil Berg filed a lwsuit that Obama was inelligible for teh presidency because he had
not brought forth a birth certificate. The court tossed the suit out because Berg did not have
enough "standing", which basically means that none of US common people would be able to file
the same suit, which makes me think that Obama had the fix in because neother he nor his staff
ever answered the suit. If Obama merely brings out his birth certificate and has it authenticated,
he could end all the speculation. As far as I know to date, he hasn't done that. Of course, with
$150M in a campaign budget, he could easily BUY one for a few million to a crooked pol.
C'mon Barak, bring it out again and show everyone and end all this.
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keep the change wrote:
As stated by Justice St. George Tucker;
"That provision in the constitution which requires that the president shall be a native-born citizen
(unless he were a citizen of the United States when the constitution was adopted,) is a happy
means of security against foreign influence, which, where-ever it is capable of being exerted, is
to be dreaded more than the plague."
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keep the change wrote:
the "natural born" Clause's origins have been traced to a July 25, 1787 letter from John Jay to the
presiding officer of the Constitutional Convention, George Washington. Jay wrote, "Permit me to
hint, whether it would be wise and seasonable to provide a strong check to the admission of
Foreigners into the administration of our national Government; and to declare expressly that the
Commander in Chief of the American army shall not be given to nor devolve on, any but a
natural born Citizen."

MARY, CAN IT BE MORE CLEAR?
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ontime wrote:
Mitchell's rant is twharted and made moot by two things, the court has isued a certiorari to verify
the birth certificate, not the obviously fraudulent certificate of live birth posted on the Obama
web.

If there was no certifiable proof of birth given then the candidate is required by Constitutional
law to satisfy the complaint and obey the law.

Maybe Mitchell doesn't believe in applicable law but wants only hope and change, even here she
doesn't state what she wants.
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keep the change wrote:
OBAMA THE MESSIAH, ACTING LIKE OBAMA THE DESPERATE, otherwise would
provide required documents for the job, and not spend about a 1/2 MILLION trying to avoid the
issue!
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debnole wrote:
Mary, have you checked out Obama's website lately? It confirms the fact that he received British
Citizenship at his birth through his father. This fact alone makes him ineligible to be the
President of the United States, regardless of where that fake birth certificate states he was born.



It was the intent of our founding fathers to keep people who hold allegiance to another country
from ruling this great nation of ours. They were correct then; and it is even more important in
today's world. Here's why:

Are you aware that Obama gave 1 million dollars to the campaign of his cousin, Raila Odinga,
and personally campaigned for his election in Kenya during 2006?

Are you aware that when Mr. Odinga didn't win the election, riots occurred and many people,
including women and children, lost their lives?

Are you aware that the rioting and killing only stopped when the government appeased that
"terrorist" and made him the "Prime Minister" of Kenya?

Are you aware that November 6, 2008, was declared a Public Holiday by the elected officials
(which includes Odinga) so that all Kenyans could celebrate the U.S. Presidential election of
Barak Obama?

With Obama's paternal grandmother, aunts, uncles and cousins living in Kenya, can you honestly
say he has no "allegiance" to that nation?

Obama needs to step down; he is not eligible to serve as the U.S. President according to the US
Constitution. My greatest hope is that the U.S. Supreme Court has the guts to say so! And that is
the long and short of it Mary.
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scytherius wrote:
showme stateofmind wrote:
Mary, did you have any idea yesterday that your article would have so many responses???
Twenty pages and counting!!!

I think the irony is that of those responses there is a 5:1 ratio of supporters for the birth certificate
production. I think even more ironic is the fact that these are Chicago folks, Barry's hometown
gang...

Mary, don't you think you owe your pubic an apology or better yet retraction?

Face it this is the Internet, everything is indexed, backed up and searchable forever. This one
article may mark your career.

You need to become outraged, as true American's are, and inform the public. Don't use your



public position to disseminate untruths. Mary, embrace your responsibility as a reporter and as
and American, retract!

=======================================

Well of course there are that many posts. First, the article has been Freeped so all the Freepers
come over and post multiple times under multiple names.

This is such a non-issue you can't even get a qualified pollster to poll it.

Watching the Right Wing suffer is more fun than almost anything. =)
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showme stateofmind wrote:
Mary, did you have any idea yesterday that your article would have so many responses???
Twenty pages and counting!!!

I think the irony is that of those responses there is a 5:1 ratio of supporters for the birth certificate
production. I think even more ironic is the fact that these are Chicago folks, Barry's hometown
gang...

Mary, don't you think you owe your pubic an apology or better yet retraction?

Face it this is the Internet, everything is indexed, backed up and searchable forever. This one
article may mark your career.

You need to become outraged, as true American's are, and inform the public. Don't use your
public position to disseminate untruths. Mary, embrace your responsibility as a reporter and as
and American, retract!
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keep the change wrote:
"We The People acting like We The Desperate", written by she the Panicked and ignorant! The
more i see this site the more I realize what rubbish this person wrote! She should be ashamed of
herself!
If patriots are deperate, she obviously fears the truth by her panicked comments.
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ladyplumber wrote:
then we have this Chicago attorney who's firm is affiliated with Mr Obama working to change
the US born prez requirment...maybe so that if he does get busted...he can run for re-election?
http://countusout.wordpress.com/2008/11/28/obama-covertly-working-to-amend-the-natural-bor
n-citizen-requirement/
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